The Lawnflite 903RT tractor is equipped with a powerful Briggs & Stratton engine.

Transmission
This tractor features a 7 speed semi-automatic transmission allowing the user to pre select a gear and then just use the speed control pedal to control speed rather than continually having to change gears.

'Direct Collect'
Lawnflite Tractors feature Direct Collect® to ensure superb collection in both damp and dry conditions.

Cutting deck
This model features a twin bladed offset deck allowing cutting right up to the lawn edges and walls. This deck is of a non-timed type ensuring that damage is minimized should an immoveable object be hit.

Cutting Height Adjustments
Conveniently positioned 5 position height adjustment lever. The range is between 30-95mm. Suitable for many applications from smart lawn to rougher conditions

240L Grass Box
A large capacity easy to empty grass boxes reducing cutting time.

Telescopic Handle
Using the telescopic handle, emptying the grass bag is easy, whilst still sitting on the seat.

Chassis
Some tractors are manufactured with high plastic content. These tractors are still made out of good quality strong traditional steel, for long life.

Turning Radius
With a very tight turning radius of 46cm/18inch, ideal in areas with obstacles such as trees.

Optional Extras
Rear deflector, mulch kit and bumper available, making this a very versatile unit.

*The engine horsepower information is provided by the engine manufacturer to be used for comparison purposes only. See your local independent dealer for warranty detail.